OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER (NH), P.W.D., RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR

Date: 23/11/2015

No. SE/NH/NIT/D-1612

The Addl. Chief Engineer,
PWD, Zone (All).

Sir,

In order to streamline the technical sanction of estimates and tendering process of CRF works, a meeting was held today on 23.11.2015 in the chamber of Principal Secretary, PWD along with CE&AS and matter was discussed at length. In view of the discussions held, following directions are being issued to be complied with by all field officers:

1. Most of the circles/zones are issuing technical sanctions based on prevailing NH BSR and few circles/zones are having some apprehensions in adoption of NH BSR. In this regard, it is pertinent to mention that MoRTH had issued directions vide A & F sanction of CRF works, to adopt specifications as per IRC/MoRTH. It is enjoined upon that all field officers will accord technical sanctions of the estimate based on prevailing NH BSR within A&F limit, as State PWD, BSR is based on MoRD specifications.

2. Five zones have invited tenders on e-proc Rajasthan portal, two zones have invited tenders on MoRTH e-proc portal & e-proc Rajasthan both, whereas one zone has invited tender on MoRTH e-proc portal. Therefore, to streamline the tender process, it is directed that NIT/bid document would be uploaded and would be made available for downloading from e-proc Rajasthan Portal only and appropriate notice / corrigendum in this regard would be uploaded on MoRTH website, if required.

Copy to:-

1. SA to Hon’ble Public Works Minister, GoR, Jaipur.
2. PS to Principal Secretary, PWD, GoR, Jaipur.
3. PS to Secretary, PWD, GoR, Jaipur.
4. PS to Chief Engineer & AS, PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur.
5. Superintending Engineer, PWD, Circle (All).

Chief Engineer (NH)

RAJMAL JAIN

TA to Chief Engineer (NH)

VINOD KUMAR SINGH